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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the yacht Luna. It is worth half a billion dollars … 50 crew, 2 helipads, missile defense system etc. . Lifeboats cost $4 million each.  It is believed to be owned by Farkhad Akhmedov. A UK judge recently ordered the yacht to be transferred to Akhmedov’s wife as part of a divorce settlement. The judge determined that Akhmedov was the beneficial owner despite the tangle of companies and legal structures in various locations claiming legal title.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the “discretionary” part of the trust means the trustee can decide on the allocation of assets and income to the beneficiary. As the author of the trust H is a beneficial owner. He is also a beneficial owner as the trustee (via his control as sole director of the trust company). He is also a beneficial owner as a beneficiary. He is potentially a beneficial owner as a trust protector. All trusts cause a separation of legal and beneficial ownership. Trustee is always a the legal owner. Trustee can also be the beneficial owner!Note Stern Management Corp ownership is in the form of bearer shares. Recent changes in Panamanian companies law was thought to disallow such shares, but apparently it is still allowed, de facto.



 Personal Privacy
 Celebrities
 Very wealthy people

 Asset Protection
 Both personal and corporate

 Business Secrecy
 Keeping business strategy/intent secret
 Keeping true ownership hidden from partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note, that these are not the same reasons for using offshore entities in general (which might facilitate business transactions and investments and legal tax planning). So, for example, buying land to buy a nuclear waste site … if a company called “xyz nuclear waste disposal” buys land, it will be different than if “xyz premium gardens” does.Easier to win a judgement than to collect on it. As Ms. Ahkmedov has discovered. Divorce judgements, liability judgements … same principle. Easier to pierce the company veil when asset protection vehicles are set up purely to escape personal liability  … e.g. assets are comingled and closely associated with single owner/controller.Note: none of these legitimate reasons require banking secrecy or secrecy from law enforcement or tax authorities



 To hide or facilitate crime or criminal proceeds
 Fraud, Ponzi schemes
 Tax evasion
 Campaign financing laws
 Corruption and self-dealing
 Money Laundering!!!!
 Forestall court-ordered asset recovery

 For ML/TF
 Hide the identity of known/suspected criminals
 Disguise the true purpose of an account
 Disguise the source/use of funds related to the account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-Dealing … Imagine a minister in charge of public lands making deals with companies the he ultimately controls Effectively concealed ownership makes it difficult to use “follow the money” investigative techniques and to implement asset recovery.



 Shell companies

 Complex ownership and control structures

 Bearer Shares

 Using legal persons as directors or trustees

 Formal or informal nominee shareholders/directors

 Trusts

 Professional intermediaries

 Combinations and layers of all of the above

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: Mr. Akhmedov used almost all of these, apparently legally.



Not allowed!!!
 Financial Institutions must know their customer

 If you don’t know who the beneficial owners are, you don’t know who the true 
customers are
 Can’t effectively prevent financial crimes or laundering of proceeds
 Can’t assess or manage your risks (including regulatory)
 Can’t market your products and services!

 You must not open or maintain accounts or process transactions when you cannot 
identify and “reasonably” verify your customers, including their beneficial owners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lichenstein Bank holding Straight Establishment’s account should list Mr. Akmehdov as a beneficial owner of the account! Or, it should not open the account.Is it possible that some of you represent banks that don’t know who some of your largest customers are?





 International
 Financial Action Task Force Recommendations 10 and 22, Customer Due Diligence
 Financial Action Task Force Recommendations 24 and 25, Transparency and beneficial 

ownership of legal persons and legal arrangements

 Sri Lanka
 Financial Transactions Reporting Act, No. 6 of 2006

 Finance Industry
 Financial Institutions Customer Due Diligence Rules, No. 1 of 2016

 Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions
 Designated Non-finance Business CDD Rules, No. 1 of 2018



 A natural person(s)

 Who ultimately owns

 Or controls

 A customer and/or the natural person

 On whose behalf a transaction is conducted.

 A beneficial owner is also those persons who exercise ultimate control over a legal 
person or arrangement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition in CDD rule is exactly the same as FATF definition.Getting back to Mr. Akhmedov.  Who owns the customer (i.e. the trust). Who controls the assets (who hires and fires the captain, who invites guests, who directs the sailings of the vessel?) On whose behalf are the transactions conducted? In each case, it is Mr. Akhmedov. But it doesn’t have to be this way. Each of these people can be different, and each can be a BO.



 Understand ownership and control structure of customers
 Identify beneficial owners of new and established customers
 Including political exposure
 Before or during establishment of relations
 When conducting transactions for occasional customers

 Create a risk profile of beneficial owners
 Verify identity using independent sources
 “Reasonable” measures

 Keep records related to identification and verification
 Not open new accounts where beneficial ownership can’t be established or verified
 Close existing accounts where beneficial ownership can’t be established or verified
 Monitor and update changes to beneficial ownership
 Report Suspicious Transactions!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
None of this is easy … it can be especially difficult when a corporate structure is designed for obfuscation. Such unnecessarily complicated corporate designs is a red flag.Don’t forget, some or all of these entities might be located out of Sri Lanka and have completely foreign governance/control structures.



 All natural persons that own more than 10% of the entity must be identified and, 
subject to a test of “reasonableness”, verified

 It is possible that no single natural person owns more than 10%
 This is a fact that would need to be established through, for example, review of an up-to-

date share registry that accounts for at least 90% of the shares
 In this case the “Control” element becomes determinative



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not always easy!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If an account were held in Sri Lanka, where the 10% ownership threshold applies, owners of Hopestone and Steamonbridge would also need to be identified. As a high risk account, relatively strict verification should be applied prior to account opening.



 Controllers of customers exercises independent judgement over the customer
 E.g. hiring or firing of senior level staff
 Those who exercise controlling executive and managerial powers
 Need to understand management and governance structure

 Controlling through means other than ownership
 E.g. trustee, CEO
 Financer, close family, contractual relations
 Other forms of strong leverage

 If no controlling ownership or control by means other than ownership exists, then 
the senior managing official (e.g. CEO, managing director) is a beneficial owner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note a person with effective control is not necessarily the same as a person who acts on behalf of a customer (e.g. an account signatory) 



 Settlor, the Trustee(s), and the Beneficiaries or class of beneficiaries
 Identify the natural person(s) behind each of these

 Identify any other person that exercises effective control over the trust or legal 
arrangement (e.g. “trust protector”)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revocable/IrrevocableDiscretionary/non-discretionaryTrust ProtectorAll kinds of flexibility! Need to carefully review the trust documents and understand the applicable trust law (not necessarily sri lanka)Safest course is to identify everyone!



 “Reasonable Measures”

 Verification should be based on FI’s assessment of risk

 Rules and Guideline require … 
 “relevant information or data obtained from a reliable source…”
 “… adequate to satisfy itself …”

 Some possibilities
 Registries
 Photocopies of identity documents
 Notaries
 Phone call or other personal contacts
 Comparison with third party sources
 Comparison with other FI records
 Legal documents and agreements (trust deeds, partnership agreements, board minutes, etc.)
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